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Disclaimer: Technical articles and comments printed in this magazine are the result of contributions from members. As such, the

views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the Ducati Owners Club of Victoria Inc. (DOCV) The material contained in this

magazine is in the nature of general comment only, and is not advice on any particular matter. The DOCV editorship and

contributing authors do not accept any responsibility for the consequences of any action taken, or omitted to be taken, by any

person whether as a member or not, as a consequence of anything contained in, or omitted from, this magazine. Itinerary dates

and times are subject to last minute variation.

Magazine assembly by Peter Cusworth, Ph 0409 797 023 pcusworth53@gmail.com

Ducati Owners Club of Victoria Inc.
PO Box 16 Box Hill Victoria 3128

Incorporated Association Registration #A80B
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The Manningham, 1 Thompsons Road Bulleen.
Third Tuesday of every month (except Jan):

7.00pm - social catch up and grab a bite to eat; 8.00pm - meeting starts.
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Vice President: Rachael Alexander
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editoriale
N e i l L a r s o n

C O M M I T T E E R E P O R T S

Hi everyone!

Istarted my editorial in early December with the line that
“Summer has finally arrived”. However, as I finish writing two

weeks later, I need to revise that to “ridiculously changeable
Spring weather continues”. What a year!

I have been out on the bike though – the ‘New Members Intro
Ride’ lead by maestro Evan Rubenstein, ‘Dargo’ lead by the ev-
er-enthusiastic Glenn Loechel, and the ‘Red Plate Ride’ lead by
our very-fast-on-a-250-single Spares Office Daryl Grant. All
very different and all a lot of fun.

There was a small group of seven for the Red Plate Ride, which
is crazy, as these rides are some of the best of the year. The
(mostly) old fellows manage to propel the bikes along at an as-
tonishing rate, but not fast enough that there isn’t time to re-
lax and enjoy the countryside – something not often possible
when you’re riding at 90% to keep up with a ‘normal ride’ group.
Plus the bikes are gorgeous – an immaculate jelly-mould tank is
an object of sparkling, curious beauty. These rides also remind
me of the rides of old, when Ducatis were less refined and less
reliable. There is usually an issue of some type that’s usually
easily solved, which adds some adventure to the day. A loose
jelly-mould spark plug provided a couple of use with the oppor-
tunity to ride the Murchison Gap to Broadford road three
times, and to meet a local electrician who we followed to use
his plus spanner set. All a lot of fun, and hopefully you weren’t
too tired when you got home Joe. Stirling effort!

Which reminds me of a phrase Glenn opened with at the start
of the first day’s Dargo briefing “Is there anyone here who
can’t do 300 km?”.

Geez, in the days of 1098R’s and Monsters with small tanks,
we used to plan fuel stops for every 150 km. Now we are in the
age of the Multistrada we’re working on 300!
Out of interest I was one of those who put their hand up as a
‘No’. The previous owner of my Multi setup the ecu to ‘Race’
and it will only do 280 km on a tank. I know, I’ve pushed it 2 km
to a servo.

This is the last Desmoto for 2022*. Huge thanks to all of the
contributors, the cover photo volunteers, to previous Ed
Matthias, to the DOCV committee and to everyone else who
helped make the magazine a must-read each month.

Have a Taglioni Xmas and a Bayliss New Year!

Stay safe out there.

Ciao,

Neil
*And a reminder that there is no edition in January, but

The intrepid Red Plater riders stop for a well earned lunch.

Adventures on the Red Plate Ride.

A jelly mould tank on a 1959 200 Elite.
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president’s
report

M e l R e y n o l d s

December already, how did that happen! This year really has
flown by. That does mean we’ve been down to the WSBK

to round out the world events coming back to PI. Despite the
weather doing its best to ruin the event it was a great
weekend with great racing and an opportunity to catch up with
good friends again. Even if we did get just a bit soaked! It was
also an opportunity for the Australian Women in Motorcycling
Committee to host the first networking event for women
involved in motorcycling, with the added bonus of having Nita
Korhonen from the FIM Women’s Commission being in town.
This brought together a whole variety of women, from
administrators, to officials, to medics to mechanics to racers
to photographers. About 60 of us in fact. It was great to hear
what is happening in the world of motorcycle sport for women
and to catch up with some old and new friends.

With the not quite here yet, better weather on its way there
are a whole bunch of rides on the calendar to keep you
entertained over the summer. We would have already had
everyone’s favourite Dargo weekend by the time you read this
with Red Plate rides, Xmas rides, New Year rides (for those
without a hangover!) as well as our annual BBQ to keep you
busy during the holiday period.

DOC packs have been sent out and should have already made
their way to their owners. If you haven’t joined up to the DOC
then jump on to the Ducati website and follow the links to join
and you too could be receiving some additional goodies from
Ducati. Just make sure your postal address is correct so that
you can receive your goodies.

On the way to Dargo.

Troy Bayliss and Mel

two-up at Broadford.
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And in this month’s issue of
Presidential Musings, its
actually time for me to say
farewell. The bloke that lives
at my house and I have sold our
house and are moving north for
some warmer weather. That
means that I’ll be stepping
down as President. It has been
an absolute pleasure not only
serving on our committee in
various roles since 2015, firstly
being part of the 40th
anniversary committee, then
Neil convincing me to join as VP
before stepping into the Pres
role but being part of what is a fantastic club with amazing
members. We’ve done a lot as a Club and a Committee over
the years, even managed our way through a global pandemic
and have come out the other side. And you’ll continue to do
more great things which I’ll be watching from Brisvegas. The
rest of the awesome Committee have everything well in hand
to manage through until the AGM where a new President will
be formally elected and I know you’ll give them all your
support.

I’m going to miss everyone, but I’ll pop in whenever I’m back in
Melbourne.

See you on the road somewhere north soon

Mel

Gear review request
Bought a nice piece of gear lately? Happy with it?

Like to tell members about it? Please do!

Feel free to send us a quick 5 minute review:

• What is it? Website? • Where to get it?

• How much did it cost? • Why is it good?

• Suggestions for use? • Can it be improved?

Mel on her Scrambler. Mel’s Monster Daisy.

The girls at Dargo.

Rachael and Mel.
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lettera
delsegretario

O l i v e r B a r r e t t

Well – what a few weeks it has been in Seccieland (no not
a typo and not that other place!) with lots of riding and

other things to amuse and delight.

The Reefton Spur midweek was windy, windy and wet.
Despite this happening I love midweek RDOs ( ride days off) for
their lack of traffic and traffic monitors as well as the smaller
fields. Try one if you have not tried one yet.

Multi into Mornington for a service. When I booked the
service I begged Andrew in an unashamed way for a Desert X
as a loaner while the service took place. The date had been
pushed back a bit due to Moto GP and the lousy weather in mid-
October. Just my luck the weather on the designated Monday
21st was (you guessed it) very windy, very wild and very wet
to boot – hardly a great day to try out such an important
newcomer. Despite the freezing squalls that seemed to hit
every time I was near something twisty I came away from the
day more impressed than I had thought I would be. I will have
to borrow again to complete my DesertX tasting with some
dirt riding (subtle beg beg) and to do a written comparison with
the faded red bike in my shed. Initial impressions are –
IMPRESSED! – Ducati have nailed it with this move into the mid
adventure sector.

On road the gearing is spot on and I much prefer the ‘feel’ of
this motor compared to the 950 Multi motor. Fueling is just
excellent. Wind protection at (ahem) freeway speeds is good
with minimal buffeting and it seems to stop and go round
corners better than a ‘longleg’ should. STR tyres are a good
compromise for touring. Oh and I like the looks too and that is
not just by comparison with the practical but aesthetically
challenged faded red bike. On road it is so good I am picking
that it will be good offroad too. We will see.

Then there was Dargo – the usual Glenn highlight. Such a good
event. On the Sunday four of us (plus some tag along Darkos
on the first day) started our long planned High Country 6-day
ride. Nights at Orbost, Jindabine, Anglers Rest (Blue Duck Inn),
Mansfield and finish. I do love the remote and beautiful areas
bikes make available and the weather was fantastic. We had
the usual fun on roads like Bonang (why we had to go to Orbost
of course) and finished off with the Jamieson-Eildon road.
Otherwise it was dirt roads and some ‘interesting’ tracks one
of which produced the best arabesque moves then a 9 point
swan dive headfirst straight into a fetid mud pool. He was
fine as his airbag went off and acted as a floatie. In a final twist
the rider was wearing his brand new light grey gear at the
time. You can tell a lot about your mates through their
laughter he later mentioned. We assured him we didn't find it
at all funny and were sure to never mention it again. (oops – did
I just do that?)

So – lots of good memories made and lots of fun.

Bike link to life this week – under the exterior there is often
quality.

Cheers

Oliver

Oliver Barrett
0411 461146

Air filter before.

Air filter after.
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ilrapportodel
capitano

G e o f f S a l m o n

Morningtown Ride

OK, this is reflective rather than upbeat. I was disappointed
that my Morningtown ride derailed so miserably. It was
modelled on John and Caroline’s successful Nilumbik day last
November - a decent morning ride followed by lunch at an
attractive venue close to town. It left a large part of the
afternoon free. I thought it was a winning format and worth
repeating, especially for couples and those tiring of downscale
pub lunches. It is easy to whinge about membership apathy but,
in the end, the customer is always right. The lesson learned is
that $45 lunches, paid up front, won’t be popular in the
absence of a weather forecast.

So many venues since Covid are playing catch-up and are very
defensive in their booking and pricing arrangements. Billanook
Estate was unimpressed that I cancelled our table entirely,
even with a week’s notice, and refused to return the Club’s
$100 deposit. I was not pleased to let down Treasurer Jorge. It
won’t stifle all initiative going forward but deposits do affect
what and how we do things.

Guzzi Club

For fun I did a Saturday ride with the Moto Guzzi Club recently.
It was led by our own G Elphinstone and the prospect of lunch
at Walhalla and seeing Thomson Dam spilling for the first time
in 26 years made it all the more attractive. Fourteen or so
departed from BP Montrose in grey but OK conditions,
notwithstanding a few damp patches and seepy corners
through Icy Creek and Fumina.

Guzzista have a reputation for being a bit different but I think
DOCV has more in common than not. As clubs, age and
maleness are similar. Perhaps they have no young members,
compared to our few who are active, and there are more
beards, ponytails and man buns. They were a friendly lot
aboard a mix of marques but the spread eagle logo was
dominant. The bikes appeared maintained, their owners safely
attired and the riding standard good. What struck me the most
was the number of old bikes, as in north of 12 years, as well as
club rego machines that are regular rides for their owners.
DOCNSW is a bit that way too - I do enjoy the validation of my
own, 2000 era choices.

Fair to say that the Guzzi Club is more laissez-faire when it
comes to group rides. Turn up, bunch up and stay in sight is the
order of the day. Some corners get marked but the marker only
guesses when the last rider has come through. Discussion at
stops was what so-and-so might have done, peeled off to
where or might catch us up. No reflection on Garry - for better
or worse, that is how they roll.

Klim every mountain...

My investment in better fitting motorcycle gear continues,
inspired in part by some terrible Klimate on this year’s Thunder
Rally. I tend to think over-jackets are not a big deal to stop for
to put on, or to wear in anticipation. Fully waterproof gear can
be stiff, heavy and bloody hot. A light outer shell is a small
price to pay to be comfortable for the 90% of time when it is
not full-on rain.

I am sticking with this opinion after trying some Klim gear
recently. I was aKlimatising to the cost but frankly, the fit was
poor and trumped any feeling of prestige. Being adventure gear
it is loose to the point of baggy in the first place. It is also sized
for Yanks – what fitted in the chest was too large in the gut
and, in some styles, too long in the arm. I suspect Klim engages
in vanity sizing too – I have not been a “medium” in anything
since I was 22 and could afford beer.

There is no doubting the quality of make and I have settled for a
pair of strides only, in a touring cut. They are the second
smallest waist size in Klim’s range. That is no boast and much
more a comment about Klim’s odd American sizing for us non-
American, Anglo cousins - in their men’s range at least. Klim
can be a great choice but do be Very wary of buying without
trying.

Dargo

Once again our intrepid leader from Morwell pulled off a great
Dargo weekend. The weather gods smiled on what was very
much an open denomination event – 13 non-Ducati, 11 Multis, a
Streetfighter and an ST4s (plus PV and Bert on their Diavels as
far Glengarry). Mornington Ducati may well squirm having
sponsored Sunday’s breakfast! Thank you to Andrew and team
– rest assured we are all loyal to the brand in our own ways.
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Adventure bikes of the faded red variety were numerous and
most planned to launch from Dargo for some dirty time. The
rest of us were not without our own adventure moments.
Glenn took an unusual detour around Cowarr until it became
obvious why – a culvert come ski jump if you hit it at the
“correct” speed. I recall a similar, convoluted route around
Stratford last year for the purpose of crossing a flooded ford.
Well done Glenn on keeping it fun and novel.

Christmas

Merry Christmas to all and safe riding if you are out and about
on two wheels. I have a few ideas for myself between
Christmas and New Year, ranging from the Pyrenees, East
Gippsland and my usual haunts around the North-East. The
choice depends on what overlaps best with my kids who
remain slippery into their 30’s! Whatever happens I will be
back in town and looking forward to our New Year Strathbogie
ride on January 2. Do yourself a favour if around - on a clear day
the view from Mt Wombat is awesome, while Seven Creeks
Hotel is a great old pub for lunch.

Cin Cin,

Geoff

NEXT ISSUE
• Do you own a very

special Ducati? (Let’s

be honest, pretty

much any Ducati

qualifies…) Why not

write a portrait about

your pride and joy for

Desmoto! Let others

know what you like

and don’t like, what

to look out for when

buying one.

• Have you been on a

beautiful bike trip

recently, perhaps

overseas (okay,

not very likely)? Why not share your

experience with other readers!

• Bought some useful new bike gear? Why not write a

review for Desmoto!

Articles are best sent in as a PDF or Word document.

Photos ideally in JPEG format, and please include them as

separate files. For quality reasons larger photos are

better than smaller ones.

All contributions will be gratefully received.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: END OF THE MONTH.

editor@docv.org

treasurer’s
report

G e o r g e R a p p o l d

INCOME October 22 November 22

Desmoto

Events 2,725.00 185.00

Memberships 606.20 385.70

Merchandise

Other 1,940.04 18.98

TOTAL 5,271.24 589.68

EXPENSES

Cost of Sales 1,806.62

Desmoto 702.00 720.00

Events 390.00 46.50

Membership 556.64

Other 621.63 113.03

Total Expenses 2,270.27 879.53

Operating Profit/(Loss) 3,000.97 (289.85)

Cheque Account 46,189.00 43,692.05

Paypal 2,078.33 2,490.23

Debit Card 6,043.31 6,012.91

Cash reserve 17,084.76 17,099.08

Term Deposit 2 5,277.67 5,282.33

Term Deposit 3 5,287.06 5,287.06

Trade Debtors

Other Assets 2,013.60 2,013.60

Net Assets 83,973.73 81,877.26

Acknowledgments
Desmoto would not be possible without contributions from
our members, partners and other various sources, who have
put a lot of their time and effort into making this edition
informative and a good read. This edition features much
appreciated contributions by (in no particular order):

Rob, Russ, Mark, Flavio, Scott and Gabriella. Plus the

DOCV committee and various YouTubers.

Thanks to everybody!
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Things of Beauty

From Bikebrewers.com

“A beautiful machine based on the already cool Sport Classic
1000 and built by Anthony Warnock, a former SB/GP mechanic.
With over 10 years of experience and some “job hops”,
Anthony decided in 2012 to start his own custom
workshop; Corse Motorcycles. A built that utilized the original
concept of the Sport Classic, with some real high-end
upgrades and a design to die for. Or better in Anthony’s
words: “it’s subtle but unique, sounds and rides beautiful and
draws a crowd wherever it’s parked.” Cheers to that!”

Ed: I think I’ve seen a local DOCV version of this look. What do
you think Rob? la passione italiana

Available online at: 
www.automotivesuperstore.com.au

Reunite your Italian motorcycle with Italian oils and lubricants for the ultimate riding experience.

The eni i-Ride lubricants range is born out of the AGIP tradition, with a long heritage built on experience, 
enriched by eni’s cutting edge research and technology.

eni i-Ride high-performance lubricants are capable of providing superior protection, longer service intervals 
and improved reliability for your bike’s engine. Individual formulas are designed specifically to meet the 
strains of stop-start street riding, distance touring, extreme off-road riding, scooters, track day race bikes 
and everthing in between.

Harness the power of la passione italiana and put the 
six-legged fire breathing dog to the test. 

Heritage - P
restige - Perfo

rm
an

ce
 -

Proud supporters of the DOCV
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Reunite your Italian motorcycle with Italian oils and lubricants for the ultimate riding experience.

The eni i-Ride lubricants range is born out of the AGIP tradition, with a long heritage built on experience, 
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With the unveiling last year of an all-new Ducati Monster
for 2021 which discards its signature tubular trellis

frame for the first time in 27 years, on top of the final switch
to liquid from air-cooled engines in 2015, it got us wondering:
which Monsters, over all those years, have been the best
Monsters of all?

Is it the classic 900 original from 1993? The inspired ‘bitsa’ that
spawned a complete family of V-twin roadsters which sold in
their hundreds of thousands to become the backbone of
Ducati’s range? How about the ‘baby’ Monsters? The smaller,
cheaper 600, 620 and 695 models which introduced a whole
generation to Ducati thanks to their affordability and easy
manners.

We decided to revisit them all – here, in chronological order,
are our Top 10 Monsters, let’s hope the new one is a worthy
successor . . .

1993 Ducati Monster M900: The Original

Designed by Miguel Galluzzi, who now works for Aprilia and
was responsible for the design of the RSV4, ‘Il Mostro’ had a
very simple concept. According to Galluzzi, “all a bike needs is a
saddle, engine, two wheels, handlebars and a tank to fill with
fuel . . . ” and that’s what he based his new bike around.
After Massimo Bordi, who was manager of Ducati at the time,
asked for a bike that looked like the machine in the famous
picture of Marlon Brando in The Wild One Galluzzi had approval
to realise this concept.

According to ‘Bike’ Magazine, Galluzzi saw a photo of an 851
with no bodywork in a Japanese magazine and vowed to make
a bike as minimalist and pure. After commuting on a stripped
888, he got consent to use the 851 superbike frame and planned
to use it’s 8-valve liquid cooled motor as well. But the factory
was littered with air-cooled 900SS lumps, so his hand was
forced.

In late 1992 at the Cologne Motorcycle Show, a last minute
change of heart saw it carry the Ducati name and not Cagiva,
and the Monster was unleashed upon the world . . .

The Ducati Monster is generally regarded as the bike that
allowed Ducati to survive a fairly financially sticky period in
the 1990s as without it there was a very real possibility the
company would have gone bust. Yet it could so easily have
never happed because as well as being destined to be a Cagiva
model, Ducati’s lack of credit with its suppliers saw the bike
almost fail to make it to production at all. But, thankfully for
Ducati, it did and the this naked cafe racer went on to be
manufactured in 37 different guises, has sold over 300,000
units worldwide and for the majority of the 1990s accounted
for just over 40% of Ducati’s total sales. Not bad going for a
bike inspired by a movie poster…

The story of the creation of the original Monster is well-
known: a pet project of young Ducati designer Miguel Galluzzi
in being an aggressive roadster born from a 73bhp, air-cooled,
900SS V-twin engine and swingarm, 888 frame and 750SS
forks with styling all its own.

The result looked great, had sprightly handling, gutsy,
characterful performance and (for a Ducati at least) was
reasonably affordable, too. As a consequence it was a big hit,
folklore telling us the much-needed cash flow it generated
saved the whole of Ducati. Today, it’s still an evocative,
stripped back roadster with a purity and simplicity (single dial
anyone?) modern bikes can’t match.

Good ‘93/’94 originals are now appreciating classics with
prices often over £5K although later variants, including the
1997 ‘Cromo’, 1998 ‘S’ (with fully adjustable suspension), fuel-
injected 2000 ‘ie’ and 2003 1000 are all better bikes, often for
less money.

1994-2007 Ducati M600/620ie/695:
The first ‘baby Monster’

A M O N S T E R S M A S H H I T :

A History of the Ducati Monster Pocket Rocket
By Phil West, VisorDown Dec 2020, and Bennets.co.uk

D U C A T I M O N S T E R

A History of the Ducati Monster
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The immediate success of the original M900 led to its rapid
follow-up with the first ‘junior’ Monster – the M600 – the
following year. Based on the 900, the 600 instead used the
53bhp motor from the 600SS with slightly lower spec cycle
parts including a single front disc in place of the 900’s dual set-
up.

The result, however, although hardly fast was, at just$10K
(when the 900 was 15), temptingly affordable, stylish, easy to
ride both for novices and, crucially women riders, thanks to its
low seat, and proved an alluring entry point into Ducati
ownership.

Unsurprisingly, it, too, proved a huge hit Europe-wide and
cemented the Monster’s evolution from being just one model
into a whole family of machines. An even more affordable
‘Dark’ version followed in 1997, a slighter larger, fuel-injected
620ie in 2002 (along with the bikini faired ‘S’ version) while the
first ‘baby Monster’ line was rounded off with the enlarged
again 695 in 2006.

None today, due to their basic spec, uninspiring performance
and sheer numbers available, are particularly collectable, but
they do remain the most affordable way into Monster
ownership, decent examples being available from as little as 5
grand.

1996-2002 Ducati Monster M750:
The short-lived ‘midrange Monster’

Sitting between the 900 and 600, the M750 variant was
created by simply using the 750SS motor in place of the 600
and 900 versions and was cruelly disparaged at the time for
being neither one thing or another. As a result it wasn’t a
success, despite also being offered in budget ‘Dark’ trim in 1997

then revised in 800 form in 2003, and is one of the shortest-
lived and rarest Ducatis of all.

We prefer to be a little more generous, however. Its 62bhp
was significantly more than the flat 600 yet without being as
ragged and raw as the 900.

Later, 1998-on versions got twin discs, fuel injection and a
more distinct identity with a regal silver paint option and
there’s something classy about the ‘M750’ on its side panels,
too. With decent examples available under $7,000 it remains,
for our money, something of a ‘connoisseurs’ choice’.

2001-2008 Ducati Monster S4/S4R/S4RS:
The Monster goes wild

The turn of the new Millennium and the arrival of more potent,
liquid-cooled rivals such as the Cagiva Raptor, prompted Ducati
to build its first ‘performance Monster’, the S4, by levering-in
the liquid-cooled, four-valve engine from the 916 superbike –
although in truth it was the slightly detuned, 101bhp version
used in the ST4 sports-tourer.

It also gained uprated suspension and in 2002 was offered in
limited edition ‘Foggy Rep’ colours to celebrate Carl Fogarty’s
WSB success. Today this is one of the most collectable of all
Monsters. In 2003 Ducati upped the ante again with the 113bhp
S4R, which featured a distinctive, 998-alike, single-sided swing
arm with matching stacked exhausts.

While in 2007 this was uprated again, with Ohlins suspension,
lightweight Marchesini wheels and a full 129bhp from its 999
Testastretta engine to become the S4RS, by far the wildest
Monster so far.

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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2005-2007 Ducati Monster S2R 800/1000:
The ‘Budget S4R’

If you liked the racy, single-sided swing-arm style of the S4R
but not its heady performance and price, in 2005 Ducati gave us
the S2R – basically an S4R lookalike but powered by a more
hum-drum, air-cooled, two-valve 803cc V-twin producing
77bhp.

Despite its obvious appeal – racy looks but easier manners and
price – it wasn’t a success and, despite also being offered as a
1000 from 2006, was deleted after just two years. Today,
however, that blend of racy looks with real world
performance and affordability added to a reasonable dose of
exclusivity, makes it a tempting buy with good 800s and 1000s
for less than $8000.

2008-2014 Ducati Monster 696:
The second generation ‘baby’

Despite all its model variations, by 2008, after 15 years in
production, the Monster remained essentially unchanged and
was overdue a major update – and this, starting with the
‘baby’ 696 then joined by the big 1100 a year later, was the
result.

An all-new machine distinguished by its underseat exhausts
and stubby, squat stance, its engine was actually only a mild
update on the preceding 695, although it produced 9% more
power (at 68bhp). But its chassis, complete with twin radial
brakes, was all-new and now featured cast aluminium sections
along with its characteristic, but now larger diameter, tubular
steel trellis.

Also all-new was sharper styling, fully-digitised LCD
instruments and a funky, ‘flat’ headlamp.

2009-2014 Ducati Monster 1100:
The last of the air-cooled line

With the second generation Monster introduced with 2008’s
696, Ducati followed it up with its new, second generation, big-
bore, flagship Monster for 2009 – the 1100. With similar,
‘underseat exhaust’ styling to the 696 the biggest visual
difference was the 1100’s single-sided swing arm.

However, where the 696’s engine was only a mild update on
that of the 695, the 1100’s 1078cc V-twin was significantly
reworked, produced 95bhp in a seamlessly grunty way and
was to prove the last – and arguably best – of the air-cooled
big Monsters.

A higher spec ‘S’ version, introduced alongside the base
version, was more desirable still thanks to its Ohlins
suspension, lashings of carbon fibre and lightweight wheels,
while an ‘Evo’ version, with 5bhp extra, electronics in the form
of traction control and ABS and better suspension came in
2011.

All, today, are rightly regarded as the ultimate air-cooled
Monsters but if we had to pick one it’d be the 2013 ‘20th
Anniversary’ Evo in commemorative 1993 livery.

2010-2014 Monster 796:
The second generation mid-ranger

2010 saw the introduction of a new, mid-range second
generation Monster echoing the arrival of the M750 in the late
1990s.
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This time round it used an 803cc air-cooled motor producing
87bhp (mid-way between the 696’s 68bhp and the 1100’s 95)
but with a combination of the 1100’s single-sided swing arm and
slightly lower-spec, non-adjustable forks etc. It was a good
compromise, too. On the slight downside, the 796 was also
where Ducati’s Monster model names got a bit confusing.

The 796 (actually 803cc) along with the more junior 696 lived on
as the last of the air-cooled, smaller Monsters until 2014 when
both were replaced by the new liquid-cooled 821 as Ducati’s
‘entry-level’ Monster.

To make things even more confusing, Ducati then introduced
the Monster 797 (also 803cc) in 2017, a new, air-cooled, 74bhp
model derived from the 796 intended as the new entry-level
Monster. Got that? Good.

2014-2020 Ducati Monster 821:
The new liquid-cooled 'baby Monster'

In 2014 it was all-change again for Ducati’s Monsters with the
third generation signalling the end of its use of air-cooled
engines (although the 2017 797 saw their return) updating to
liquid-cooled, four-valve units for both its mid-range/entry-
level bikes and full-bore flagship models.

With the big bikes that saw the replacement of the 1100 with
the 1200 (see below) while the 696/796 smaller bikes were
both replaced by the new 821. The biggest change, naturally,
was the engine, the 821 now using the 821cc, 112bhp twin first
seen in the Hypermotard.

Although styling was similar to before it was actually all-new
as was the chassis, although again it retained a ‘signature’
tubular steel trellis section even though it lost the 796’s
single-sided swinger.

A budget Dark version was added in 2015 while in 2018 the 821
received a significant update by way of a new, full colour TFT
dash and slightly updated styling. For 2021 this bike has been
replaced by the Monster just unveiled by Ducati.

2014-2020 Ducati Monster 1200

Along with the liquid-cooled 821, an all-new liquid-cooled 1200
Monster was introduced in 2014 replacing the old air-cooled
1100.

At its heart was a detuned 133bhp version of the 1198cc
Testastretta L-twin already used in the Multistrada and Diavel
but, with considerably less power than both and a slightly
more laid-back, almost cruiser attitude, the big Monster,
though decent, was considered to have lost some of its

sporting edge (although an ‘S’ version, with 143bhp and better
suspension, improved things).

A wild ‘R’ version, with a full 160bhp, Ohlins suspension, revised
geometry and more, however, proved a true track weapo in
2016 (albeit one costing in excess of £15,000) and that bike
today is considered something of a classic.

While in 2017 the base and S versions were updated to become
sportier with a shorter swingarm, revised posture and power
boosted to 148bhp. Today, a later ‘S’ model, which is arguably
the best of the breed. But the loony, mouth-watering R
remains well over $20,000. Monsters have never been so mad.

Fir the definitive guide to Monster models and chronology, go
to:
https://www.autoevolution.com/moto/ducati/monster/
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‘Bike’ Magazine UK – Bike of the Year 2021 is:

The Ducati Monster 937
Mike Armitage, ‘Bike’ Magazine October 2021

ENGINE

Engine (type) Liquid-cooled, 4-stroke

Cylinder arrangement Twin-cylinder, 90° L-type

Bore & Stroke 94,0 x 67,5 mm

Displacement 937 cm³ (57,2 cu. in)

Compression ratio 13.3:1

Valve train Belt driven desmodromic DOHC, 4

valves per cylinder

Max. power 111 hp (82 kW) / 9250 rpm

Max. torque 93 Nm (9,5 kg*m) / 6500 rpm

Acceleration 0 to 100

km/h (0-60 mph)

3,5 sec.

Top speed 226 km/h (140 mph)

Fuel system (type) Fuel Injection, 53 mm

Fuel economy 5,2 l / 100 km

DRIVE TRAIN

Clutch Wet, multi-plate, hydraulic operated.

Self-servo and slipper mechanism

Transmission 6-speed

Final drive Chain

Gear ratios I: 2.466 II: 1.765 III: 1.400 IV: 1.182

V: 1.043 VI: 0.958

FRAME

Frame (type) Aluminium alloy front frame

Front suspension,

travel

43 mm inverted telescopic fork, 130 mm

43 mm inverted telescopic fork Öhlins NIX

30 (fully adjustable), 140 mm – Monster SP

Rear suspension,

travel

Swingarm with mono-shock (adjustable

spring pre-load), 140 mm

Swingarm with mono-shock Öhlins (fully

adjustable), 150 mm – Monster SP

Front tyre size 120/70-ZR17

Rear tyre size 180/55-ZR17

Front brake Double disc, 320 mm, 4-piston radial

calipers Brembo monobloc M4.32 (ABS)

Double disc, 320 mm, 4-piston radial

calipers Brembo Stylema (ABS) – Monster

SP

Rear brake Single disc, 245 mm, 2-piston caliper (ABS)

Fuel capacity 14,0 l (reserve 3,5 l)

DIMENSIONS

Overall length 2083 mm

Overall width 868 mm

Overall height 1236 mm

Seat height 820 mm ; 800 mm low seat;

775 mm low seat/low suspension

Wheelbase 1474 mm

Ground clearance 202 mm

Dry weight 166 kg

Curb (wet)

weight

186 kg – Monster SP

Specifications

We all have our favourites, roads where corners,
topography, views and lunch stops deliver tow-wheeled

perfection and keep us going back. The B664 is one of ours:
Nadgery knots, humpbacks, cascading descents and hilltop
sweeps, it dissects three counties and has been used for Bike
tests since the 1980’s. Now, here in 2021, this 12-mile stretch
confirms why the Ducat Monster is our 2021 Bike of the Year.

There are clearly more powerful high tech and exotic new
models this year, and picking a winner has been harder than for
any resent Bike of the Year. But the Monster squeezes to the
front not because of trinkets, shouty features or unnecessary
power, instead it’s the Ducati’s simple brilliance at just being a
bike.

In ’93 we said that the original M900 was “damn good fun, a
blast to ride, good value to boot”.

It was a huge hit and a cornerstone of the firm’s success for
years. Though still of it’s time (and fizzing with electronics) the
light, comfy, easy to ride new Monster is the return of a simple
smile-spreading great value bike . . . and a joy to ride on the best
biking roads of Britain.
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Paula and her
2013 Monster 659
What model and year is it? 2013 659 Monster (De-restricted)

Why did you buy it? Because it's awesome!!!.
(also, it's been a dream to own a Ducati for over 30 years, so
when the opportunity to get this amazing bike came along
there really wasn't a second thought).

Did you consider other Ducati models or other bikes?

Nope, I've always loved the Monster.

How do you like the look of it? The colours? Love it

What don’t you like about it? Nothing (the heat of the engine
burning my legs at the traffic lights)

What changes have you made to it, and why?

I haven't made any changes myself, I bought it with the
following modifications:

Custom Ducati Panigale theme paint job
Painted Satin black upper triple clamp,
handlebar risers & clamp and headlight bracket.
Ducati Performance (DP) Termignoni kit, consisting of;
Carbon fiber Termignoni mufflers (titanium end tips)
K&N air filter DP up map ecu
Ducabike Adjustable rearsets with carbon heal guards
(model number PRNM01)
Mc Motorparts Red anodized triple clamp center nut, red
anodized brake and clutch master cylinder caps and black
bar end mirrors
Carbon fiber trim components:
Front mud guard
Headlight trim
Bikini Fairing with tinted screen
Ignition cover Upper (center)
tank trim Lower (center) tank trim
'Radiator/electronics' covers
Timing belt covers Front header pipe heat shield
Sprocket cover
Rear mudguard
Evo-tech performance tail tidy kit.

What are you planning to do/would like to do in future?

I don't currently have any plans. Maybe heated hand grips for
next winter.

How is it to ride?

Awesome, so easy to ride. Nimble, responsive. It is a joy to
ride.

Favourite roads for riding this bike?

I ride mostly around the Yarra Valley, but love trying new
roads.

Road you’d really like to ride on this bike?

Would like to take it over to Tassie.

Other cool stuff about this bike?

It is just cool

How long will you keep it?

I have no plans to sell it, but I might look at getting a slightly
bigger one in the future.

Any other thoughts?

Buying this bike is the best thing I've ever done (except maybe
my kids!).

DESMOTO ADVERTISING
Advertise your product or business to our club

members, partners and their extended network. Since

going digital-only, Desmoto has seen a steady increase

in popularity. Recent editions have seen download

numbers of 1,000+ on our website, and the magazine is

shared with friends and partners of DOCV, as well as

interstate DOC and bike clubs in Australia.

Advertising rates for Desmoto are for a 12 month

calendar period from the first ad placed. This will cover

11 issues (there is no magazine in January).

Your advertisement can be updated at any time at no

further cost during this period.

DOCV members receive a free business card-sized ad

for their business for free.

For more information, or to book an ad, please reach out

to Evan at treas@docv.org

Thank you for your support!

ADVERTISING FEES 11 issues
Full page ad..........................................................$500
½ page ad.............................................................$300
¼ page ad.............................................................$200
⅛ page ad (Business card size).........................$100
Full page ad (inside covers) *.............................$750
½ page ad (inside covers) * ................................$400
¼ page ad (contents page) .................................$250

* If available

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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It can be hard
to love a Monster
by Rob Smith

Ilove the bike for so many reasons yet it is

my greatest anguish. Every time I go away

on a trip something dissolves or falls off or

cuts out or just stops working. During the

times when it’s actually working as you’d

hope for it is the greatest object I have

ever owned and even malfunctioning it still

looks gorgeous in the garage. I just wish it

was made with as much engineering as

passion. Lately it’s been off the road for the

last two months with an intermittent

electrical problem* .

I still love it, but sometimes it’s very hard to

keep loving it.

*The engine cuts out during straight line

gentle cruising speed. No lean, not pulling

hard, just dies randomly. It will start up

again if you key off then back on again but it

seems completely random in its occurrence.

It has happened about 6 times before I

parked it in the garage and took the DR650

instead

D U C A T I M O N S T E R

N E W M E M B E R P R O F I L E

ROSARIO MICALIZZI

Occupation? Masseur

What suburb do you live in? Deer Park, Vic, 3023

When did you first join DOCV?* Membership Approval
received today

What made you join the club?* Find a group to ride with
every now and then

What bike(s) do you have?* 2015 Ducati Diavel

What was your first bike?* Honda Hornet 250

What is your dream bike? I have it

What type of club events are you most interested in?*
Weekend rides, Midweek rides, Social events like lunch
meets and BBQs

What's your favourite Ducati colour?* Red

What's the greatest bit of equipment you bought for your

garage/workshop recently? DeWALT DWS780-XE 12”
305mm Double Bevel 1675W Slide Compound Mitre Saw with
XPS

If you follow motorcycle racing, who is your favourite

rider? Don't follow it much now, but I do like Valentino Rossi

Any final comment for the club, or Desmoto? Looking
forward to meeting you guys
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We all have different criteria when we select a bike.
Comfort, speed, handling, how good it looks in that shop

window reflection.. We also each have a different itch to
scratch. Touring, track, commuting, dirt.. Some years ago I was
returning to riding after the usual kid-driven break from bikes,
and after a Swiss Army knife bike. It had to be able to do a bit
of each of the above, plus be good enough to forgive my sins as
I got back into riding. It also had to be fun, reliable, safe, good
fuel range and reasonable service intervals.

I didn’t think I was old enough for a Multi, but definitely too old
for a Panigale, HyperMotard or Streetfighter. I’d had an
embarrassing phase of Harley ownership while living in
Singapore, so Diavel was out as it brought back memories that
needed to be suppressed. I also like to be out in the wind and
weather, so no plastic screens of any significance. Oh, and it
had to be a Ducati.

This pretty much left the Monster!

My choice was the Monster 1200S. It could only be red.

So how did that work out?

In a word – sensational. For me. It’s a compromise in so many
areas, but it worked exactly for what I wanted.

With nearly 60,000k’s over 7 years, the bike has been amazing
for a sports-oriented, high powered Italian-built model. It just
makes me smile.

It’s been super reliable - only ever let me down once, and that
was because I hadn’t plugged in the battery tender after a ride,
and hadn’t checked the bike over the day before a club ride
(duh!). Find me a modern Ducati rider who hasn’t had a flat
battery.. Replaced it with a lithium battery, put a charge plug in
an easily accessible place, and problem solved.

It’s even been smart enough to warn me of a pending problem.
Couple of days before a long trip to Noosa via Thunder Rally,
the engine warning light came on. Despite being GP week, the
good guys at Mornington Ducati squeezed it in for a look, and
found a broken wire on the inlet air temperature sensor. The
timing was superb - I think the bike wanted to let me know this
needed to be repaired before we were on the highway!

It’s proving ok re ownership cost. I do the basic maintenance
(oil changes; brake pads; chain/sprockets; etc), which apart
from a few Italian challenge tests (ever tried to get to the
battery? How about the air filter, then?), it’s surprisingly
straight-forward. I let the experts at Mornington Ducati do the
belts and give it an overall health check for the major service.
Like all owners, I complain about the cost, but given there’s
30,00km between majors, it’s probably value for what you get.

For a big, powerful twin, it’s easier on consumables than I
expected. It’s only just had the second set of brake pads
installed; the chain lasted over 30,000km; I usually get around
13,000km out of a set of Angel GT’s. The rear brake has never
worked properly, not even to stop it rolling back on a hill start,
so I haven’t even bothered with it. With that wonderful big-
twin torque, why would you use the rear brake if instead you
can just bang it back down through the gears to slow the rear
wheel, with the added bonus of the pops and crackles from the
exhaust to indicate rate of deceleration?

We always do some customization. I cleaned up the horrible
mudguard/deflector/etc around the tail with a quality tidy;
little bit of carbon bling; radiator and oil cooler protection (who
thought it was a good idea to hang the cooler way down low,
directly behind the front wheel, and a big radiator right behind a
non-existent front guard! Bad day at the drawing board,
Antonio?); replace 20kg of ugly muffler for a neat little
Werkes unit; some expensive Ducati mirrors; and we’re off!

Life with a Monster

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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After messing about with various luggage options, I finally
went the well-trod path of Ventura racks and bags. They
deserve their good reputation. The system just works, with
nothing coming loose or getting too wet, and still looks like
new after heaps of abuse.

Took a while for the purist (read idiot) in me to rub off so I could
finally fix my cold hands, which are fully exposed to the
weather. A set of Oxford heated grips are magic. Can’t believe I
waited so long!

I’ve thrown everything at this bike. Long highway rides in
stinking hot and freezing cold weather; biblical rainstorms
which had me questioning if I really was too old to get behind
the protection of a Multi; track days at Phillip Island and
Broadford; peak-hour commutes; off-road stuff where any

smart person wouldn’t venture on a hard-sprung sports bike
completely unsuited to the task (Jacobs Ladder in Tassie
springs to mind; roads around Dargo not so successful); fast
and slow club blatts; lots of Ocean Road; and a few sphincter
tightening situations. Despite my ham-fisted inputs, the bike
just gets on with what needs to be done, and fixes my messy
inputs for me.

In this case Signor Ducati, you built a jack-of-all-trades that
works for me! It’s a brilliant bike with capabilities beyond my
skills. I still pat the tank and smile after each ride. The Monster
has been a popular seller for decades, and its reputation is
deserved. They’re just bloody good fun!

As Scotty from Marketing would have said, “how good is
that?”.

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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Mel gave me a call with an offer I couldn’t refuse. The new
Monster had just landed – as a long-time owner of the

previous model, would I like to take one for a week and provide
an owner’s impression? Duh, yes! Kiwi in South Melbourne
provided a demo, and away we went.

Let’s start with the elephant in the room. It doesn’t have a
trellis frame. It looks sorta like a Universal Japanese
Motorcycle. The interweb has, in a surprising move, become
somewhat animated, and a little fixated on these elements.
Who woulda guessed!

First, it looks better in the flesh. Second, let’s face it – the
Monster isn’t the best looking bike out there. I almost opted
for the superseded 1100 Evo over my 1200S due to its looks
alone. A droopy headlight straight out of a Dali painting, and
who would just hang an oil cooler off the bottom of the
engine? In fact, it could be argued that most of the current
Ducati range (with the real exception of the Panigale) has had a
bit of a workout with the ugly stick from certain angles. But in
most cases we learn to live with, and love, our Duc’s despite
(or perhaps because of) the “unique” elements of their looks.

Many have compared the Monster to a Yamaha MT. To be kind,
if you squint from the right angle you can convince yourself
that it might look a little like the KTM 890 Duke R, or perhaps
even the stunning MV Augusta Brutale 800 (put your finger
over the area where you see the frame and those three
stacked exhausts). But there’s no getting over the fact that
the solid upper frame and mass of plastic around the engine,
along with the OE exhaust (with the second header not being
visible as it dives down through the swing-arm pivot), make for
a visually uninspiring centre mass.

I like to see a V-twin in its glory – and if it’s a naked bike, then
get the gear off! This is a bike which could take some after-
market gear to really make it pop. A good looking exhaust
system, tail tidy, and replacement of some (all?) of the plastic
engine covers would transform it. In a nod to the 1100 Evo’s,
tank covers clip off. This will make it easy – and cheaper – to
customise. Perhaps a unique paint job may distract the haters
from having no trellis? In reality the trellis has been slowly
disappearing year-by-year. There wasn’t a whole lot of it left
on the 821.

Would I rather that stunning trellis frame was there? Hell
yeah. In bright red, on full display! Is there any way that I could
tell the difference once on board? Not in a million years. But
what is obvious is the weight saving. The combination of a
lightweight aluminium main frame (as per V4 Panigale),
fibreglass-reinforced polymer rear subframe, the 11-degree
Testastretta engine as a stressed member of the chassis, and
lighter wheels, means the new bike weighs in at nearly 18kg
less than the current Monster 821! And that weight difference
can be felt by any mug punter. The aluminium frame alone
contributes almost half that weight saving.

Before jumping on board, let’s take a look at the specs. From
those of us of a certain age, the arrival of the original Z1
Kawasaki 900 was amazing. How could a bike have so much
power? The new Monster has 82kW of power and 93 Nm
torque, in a package weighing 166kg. Compare that to the
original Z1 with 60kW, 74Nm and a portly 230kg! The “little”
Monster has nearly twice the power:weight of the Z1 – and it
even goes around corners! The new Monster comes within 10%

The New Monster – First Observations
By Geoff Zippel

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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of the power:weight of my 1200S (108kW; 124Nm; 185kg). On
paper, that’s pretty impressive.

Electronics abound, which is no surprise. Usual Sport/Touring/
Urban modes, eight stage traction control, three stage
cornering ABS, four stage wheelie control (which can be
disabled for those who want to bring out their own personal
monster), which also adjusts the quick-shifter cut time. But no
cruise control! These things are a bugger to hold at speed limits
for an extended period, so there’s real licence-saving incentive
with including cruise, plus it makes a long highway transit way
less tiring. There’s just no excuse for this not being available.

Standard fare also includes a 4.3” TFT display from the
Panigale V4 which is substantially improved to my 1200 unit, a
bright LED headlight, and a USB outlet.

It also comes with Ducati Quick Shift (up and down), and Power
Launch. Yee-ha! An interesting trick of this gearbox is the lack
of false neutrals. My Monster has a box chock-full of them.
Very strange to actually be in a gear after the change; this
might take some getting used to. Once warm, it is also
extremely easy to find neutral at the lights – just don’t bother
trying when cold.

The suspension looks pretty ordinary at first glance, with non-
adjustable 43mm KYB up front and only preload adjustment on
the rear shock. But for my 85kg (ahem, perhaps with covid it
may have crept to up 86kg..!) it felt good. A little soft, but I’d
call it compliant rather than spongy. Being in lockdown I didn’t
get the chance to get into some tricky roads, so hard to
comment further – but reviews have been very positive.

The engine is now a 937cc Testastretta 11 as found in other
950’s across the Ducati range. It’s tuned to deliver power in a
very useable manner – very linear, nice and fat where wanted,
and very clean. The power and torque curves are fatter right
through the rev range, with peak torque occurring some 1250
RPM lower than the 821.

Brakes are Brembo with M4.32 monoblocks up front and the
usual 2-piston rear brake – which in a marked change from the
past, actually appears to work! Mine is not even useful as a
parking brake for suburban hill starts. This one will actually
delve into ABS mode if pushed hard, and also has some impact
on speed and balance when used correctly. Amazing..

Service intervals remain at 15,000km for the oil change, and
30,000km for Desmo.

So what’s the Yamaha – sorry Monster – really like? Let’s
ignore all the web warriors, close our eyes and climb aboard.

This thing feels small, way smaller than the old one. I was
genuinely surprised when I parked it next to mine. I really
expected the new Monster to be physically much smaller – it
felt so open and light. The reality is they are very close in key
dimensions, but with lower tank height it feels smaller.

Compared to the M1200, initial impression is that you sit on,
not in, the bike. It feels more upright in seating position, with
controls coming easily to hand. It fits. It feels light – very light
- as you lift it off the sidestand. It’s friendly. It’s slim. The few
buttons are in easy reach, and almost seem logical in operation.
Build quality looks good, and it feels good right from the start.
This is the + version, so it comes with a small screen and seat
cover.

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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The mirrors are typical
Monster. They’re very
good for making sure my
elbows haven’t fallen
off, but not much else.
You soon get used to
making an arm/shoulder
flex along with the rear-
view glance. Indicators
are flush-mount on the
front, and slimline on
rear, and can be
programmed for manual
or auto-off function. The
pipes desperately need
an aftermarket solution.
In standard form it
sounds like my
lawnmower, only a bit
worse, and looks
woeful. This is a bike
where a full exhaust
would make a huge
difference to the looks,
presence, sound, weight, and probably performance.

Nick into first and it’s away smoothly. Feels like a strong
Ducati V-twin, but with a broad, flat power delivery.
Gearchange is clunky on 1-2 and 2-3 shift, whether using clutch
or quickshifter, but to be fair the bike is new. Once underway
the gearbox slotted smoothly up and down in the higher gears,
with neutral being very easy to find. Around town was
surprisingly smooth and tractable, even in Sport mode. The
wider and lower torque is obvious. Very little chain grab or
grumbles, which is a real bonus. Being so light made for
extremely easy commutes.

The ride home required me to detour around the Albert Park GP
circuit (many times..). While observing the speed limit(!!), it
gave the impression of being strong and stable. This would be a
ripper on the Black Spur. It says something about the bike
when my 8km trip home took a couple of hours as I searched
for inner suburban roads within my covid-restricted 10km to
explore.

Over the next 10 days I found excuses to get out daily. Even
around town it took little excuse to jump aboard.
Unfortunately with lockdown I didn’t get much highway or
twisty, but what I did felt good. There was some
uncomfortable footpeg buzz in the 90-110kph range, but the
bike was brand-new. It would be interesting to ride one with a
few more km, or a different bike, to understand if this was
something that would settle out.

Overall, it was just extremely competent. It did all tasks well,
and most importantly, it felt like a modern Ducati should.

The bike is so easy to ride that it would genuinely suit someone
stepping up from a smaller or restricted bike, but still needing
to gain experience. That is assuming they can control their
right wrist, or leave it in Urban mode for a while! It would be a
brilliant bike for an experienced rider who’d had a few years
off and wanted to edge back into riding.

Being so easy to ride allows confidence to be built or regained.
Without having to swap bikes, as you improved you’d still have

a bike with the capacity to be seriously quick as confidence
grew.

My Monster is a Swiss Army knife. It does it all, but each tool
is a compromise. I ride it on long trips and short commutes, the
occasional track day, mountain scratching, and even some dirt
– Jacobs Ladder in Tasmania successfully; dirt roads around
Dargo not so much.. Limitations are more to do with the rider
than the bike’s capabilities. It’s not as comfortable as a Multi,
nor as exciting as a Panigale on the twisties – but it is a
Monster. After 55,000km it still makes me smile on (nearly)
every ride.

And my impression is that this is the new Monster, and a
rightful successor. The DNA is strong. It will deliver to
whatever your skills allow, and it will do it well. It will make
you smile. The weight reduction makes it so easy to ride slow,
or very quick. It will go wherever you want to. It will often
protect you from your mistakes. Based on my experience, it
will probably do this reliably.

As a final word on the controversial “looks”, my 20-something
son took one look and said “about time you got a good looking
bike!”. So perhaps it’s a generational thing, and those of us
“traditionalists” complaining are not the future, nor the target
audience.

Personally I would rather it had a bright red trellis frame
peeking out from under the tank, that Testastretta engine on
full view, and a real exhaust with style and a V2 burble. It
needs to be dressed with Italian flair to reflect its capabilities.
Perhaps that’s part of the plan – you’re expected to have a
few dollars in your purchase budget for some decent
aftermarket gear to make it uniquely yours.

But I think the real answer is to just stay on the bike, and ride it
rather than look at it. After all, this is what it was designed for.
And it delivers in spades.

Thanks Ducati Australia, and Kiwi, for the chance to

experience the bike.

D U C A T I M O N S T E R
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DUCATI ST4S BIKE REPORT

A Love Affair with a Ducati ST4s Begins….

Abeautiful Ducati ST4s was waiting in Oliver Barrett’s garage all
clean and warm purring for a trip outside. I had admired the older

Ducati Sports Touring bikes for some time, having previously owned a
1998 1100s Multistrada and a 2010 1200 Multi. Having followed our Club
Captain Geoff Salmon on his ST4s and seen how reliable, powerful but
well mannered it handled, I was curious and eager to try.

The ST is a comfortable roomy bike with a semi upright riding position.
The seat is large and the pegs and handle bars allow you to easily
position yourself. The twin exhausts have a good note which is even
better with a set of Staintune pipes. The fairings are quite pretty and
wrap the bike well but do not offer the protection of newer bikes. The
screen is curved and looks good but does not offer much protection
keeping my head in the wind but protecting my chest. The handlebars
and levers are well positioned and easy to operate. The dials are clear
with a good analogue speedo and tachometer and grey calculator like
onboard computer info for fuel, mileage, trip computer etc. It all adds to
the experience and you feel like you are part of the bike but still open to
the elements. There is no traction control, Geoff our Captain went
sideways briefly while opening the throttle passing a car. The brakes
are probably half as good as new bikes but still work well, if not as
quickly. The engine has plenty of power with smooth delivery from the
characterful 996 Desmo. The bike has great handling with a very clear,
true and comfortable line. I think it is a great, under appreciated bike
that will grow in popularity as it ages.

I must thank Oliver for his very kind and generous offer allowing me to
experience his ST. It has started my love affair with the ST so I am up
for a second date with an ST and looking to maybe marry one and add it
to my garage. If any member has an ST4s looking for a new home,
please call contact me andreww@me.com 0419330606. I will treasure,
service, polish and ride her ever so carefully tucking her in at night.

Reefton Spur Ride
Wednesday 16 November 2022
Ducati ST4s Bike Report
By Andrew Wallace

It was a wet, wild and windy day but a midweek
Ducati ride to Reefton was calling out loudly.

Geoff Salmon our Club Captain and fearless
leader had a long winding ride planned to Reefton
Pub for lunch. With only 4 registered riders
Oliver Barrett, Geoff Zippel, Andrew Wallace
(me) and Geoff Salmon, it was a small but easy
group. Riding close together with only 4 bikes
we did not need to wait on corner marking or tail
end Charlie duties.

Starting at 10am from Butlers Pantry Rowville
we headed to Gembrook, Hoddles Creek,
Launching Place and Warburton. We sheltered
with a coffee (and Vanilla Slice) as the rain hit
hard with water across the roads and spilling
over gutters. The ride then headed onwards and
arrived at Reefton Pub for some great steak
sandwiches and an open fire. The highlight was
the Reefton Spur with the rain a bit lighter and a
little sunshine allowing us to enjoy the endless
corners. We slowly descended down from the
mountain home via Marysville and Healesville. It
was one of the wettest days with heavy rain
that barely stopped and water running across
the roads leaving washed debris to avoid. The
ride covered 285 km in low temperatures, a lot of
rain, very little traffic but smiles on our faces.

Many thanks to Geoff for putting on a great
midweek ride but please, Ducati members, more
prayers to the weather gods are needed !

Given the brief ride report, I thought I would add a
bike report.

R E E F T O N S P U R R I D E
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This trip was a long time in the making, it started after
reading a Desmoto article from Katie Kemp in the August

2019 edition, about the Kemp’s trip with “Hear the Road”, it
inspired Me as I have always wanted to do a trip like this.
“Quick Robin, to the internet”. I found a similar tour with the
added bonus of a Ducati DRE at Mugello. This tour was a
collaboration between Enrico, “Hear the road” and Cat
MacLeod, “Leod escapes”, they are a US based tour company
that focus on tours that include track days and or MotoGP
races. This was our tour (https://www.wetravel.com/trips/

italian-dream-islands-edition-leod-escapes-corsica-

95451639), a bucket list trip. Given I had recently retired it
seemed like a perfect gift to Me, Sharon wasn’t keen on going
as she is over the pillion thing and didn’t fancy 10ish days
travelling in the support van.

So, all booked and paid for around June 2020 including airfares
and insurance, arrived home from the 2020 Tiger Hunt, Covid19,
you know the rest.

2021, maybe, No, 2022, maybe Yes, Aug 29 - Sep 9, 2022. Tour
dates are pretty much dependant on Ducati announcing their
(limited) DRE dates.

Extra night in Rome prior to tour to acclimatise and get over
(very loooong) flight. All went smoothly, picked up at airport,
to hotel, some of our group already there, we numbered 10,
mainly from the US, mainly from California, 1 Canadian and 1
Australian. Time to pick up our Bikes from the Hire company.
Hire bikes were in short supply in Europe after 2 years of no
business, it seems most companies unloaded them, now they
can’t get enough. I had originally chosen a familiar bike that
was not too tall, on arrival I was pencilled in for a BMW
1250GS, not ideal, fortunately our spare bike was a poverty
pack BMW 1250R, (as it turned out it was a great bike for the

Italy Trip; Rome, Corsica, Sardinia, and Tuscany
including a DRE at Mugello
By George Rappold (Ed. Our current Treasurer)

Disclaimer: I have included weblinks to Tour companies and a motorcycle manufacturer’s event, these are the companies that I used,
they are included for illustrative purposes only, I am not suggesting other people use them and I have not received any inducement to do
so. Having said that, I was very happy with what I experienced.

tour, not found wanting in any way) so I grabbed it and the GS
became our spare. Our tour was led by Franco #2, and our
support van driver was Franco #1, both great guys, shared
more than a few espressos with them also meals, wine and
beer. Cat Macleod and partner Nancy were to join us,
unfortunately Cat contracted Covid before we arrived, so he
joined us later and Nancy rode pillion with Brad, one of our
group, he had done a lot of previous tours with Leod escapes.
Another group was doing a tour including the Misano MotoGP,
Enrico was leading the Misano tour, He is a very nice guy with a
great sense of humour, knowledgeable about all things that
are important, Food, wine, coffee, great roads and Italian
culture/history.

It was very warm for most of the trip, low 30s but it seemed
hotter at times, I got a heads up from Even Rubenstein, who
had just returned from Europe about the heat and remaining
hydrated, if I had a Euro for every bottle of “Aqua naturale” I
drank, I’d have a lot of Euros. We had very little rain, we
managed to dodge plenty of showers on our last riding day
back to Rome, either just behind or just in front of them, so
some wet roads. The roads were some of the best I have
ridden, minimal traffic, endless bends, grippy and in good
condition. There were some tough days 300+ km on these
roads were equivalent to 600+ at home, there is no respite or
rest, not too many straights or “transport sections” as the
editor calls them. So, if you leave after breakfast have morning
coffee stop, lunch stop, maybe some sightseeing, afternoon
coffee and/or fuel stop, you don’t get to your overnight stop
too early. Then it’s shower, change, cleansing ale then
organise dinner, although I did introduce our group to the
concept of the “shower beer”, in Sardinia an icy cold “Ichnusa”
(great beer, if in Corsica “Pietra” is the beer of choice) in the
shower is the way to go after a long day in the saddle.

G E O R G E ’ S I T A L Y T R I P

https://motorcycletoursitaly.com/
https://www.ducati.com/ww/en/experience/ducati-riding-experience/riding-courses/racetrack-academy/track-evo
https://www.leodescapes.com/
https://www.wetravel.com/trips/italian-dream-islands-edition-leod-escapes-corsica-95451639
https://www.wetravel.com/trips/italian-dream-islands-edition-leod-escapes-corsica-95451639
https://www.wetravel.com/trips/italian-dream-islands-edition-leod-escapes-corsica-95451639
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I won’t describe each day, as I am sure you are probably
already sick of reading. I will say that the roads and scenery
were magnificent everywhere. Sardinia was a great place,
larger than you think, diverse landscapes, Cork trees, friendly
people, excellent wines (Vermentino and Cannonau), seafood
(best Ceviche I have had), suckling pig, wild boar ragout with
pasta, Truffles, Mirto Liqueur, Sardinian pecorino and
flatbreads. Never had a bad coffee or meal, all food and drinks
were cheap by Australian standards.

Whilst it was not a sightseeing tour, we stopped at some
amazing places, highlights for Me were, Volterra, Radicofani,
Radda in chianti, Bonifacio, Cala Gonone, Santa Teresa di
Gallura, Villa Campestri (our 2-night stop for Mugello).

The overall quality of local drivers was very good, skilled,
considerate, patient, no roadrage, the driving on the other side
of the road, not a massive problem, although I was very
conscious of not stuffing up and there was a fair bit of “Hector
the safety cat” going on, look to the left, right, left, right.

ITINERARY
• Rome to Livorno ............................................................. 362 km

• Livorno to Ferayola ........................................................206 km
Inc Ferry to Corsica 4 Hrs

• Ferayola to Santa Teresa di Gallura ........................258 km
Inc Ferry to Sardinia about an hour

• Santa Teresa di Gallura to Tresnuraghes .............295 km

• Tresnuraghes to Cala Gonone .................................. 249 km

• Cala Gonone to Cagliari ................................................276 km

• Overnight ferry to Mainland

• Livorno to Mugello ........................................................ 309 km

• DRE at Mugello

• Mugello to Rome ........................................................... 349 km

So around 2500km in total over 10 days, not including track.

G E O R G E ’ S I T A L Y T R I P

Barrettali, France Corsica.

Franco 1 and Franco 2 restaurant Santa Teresa Gallura
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In closing, this was one of the best things I have ever
done, I can’t wait to go back to these places with Sharon,
hire a Fiat Panda stay a number of weeks, do the
Agriturismo thing. If anybody is considering doing an
overseas bike tour and is a bit hesitant, my advice would
be just do it, you are a long time dead, not miss out, you
won’t regret it.

Some video links.

Corsica NW Coast

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQtOQeaEbvY

Villa Campestri

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2CqVhWLrdw

Mugello leaving pits,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKLVBHW9aAI

DRE Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWYul3dWCr0

To lunch Radicofani

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeRJvEZmWfw

Nearly forgot the DRE.

This is best described as an instructional/rider training day based
on your experience not a trackday. Riding a Panagale V2 on
Mugello was an absolute buzz, a bucket list experience. Probably
the best organised event I have taken part in, friendly staff,
nothing too much trouble, I heard prior to the tour that if you crash
and was not really your fault, Ducati would likely give you another
bike and let you continue, but if you crashed being a knob, game
over, don’t come back ever. This was true in our case one of our
group, a regular track rider that had just done a three day Euro race
school with Troy Corser at Mugello, upgraded to the V4S Individual
trainer experience pulled a 2 minute 10sec lap then lowsided on the
next lap was given another V4S. Groups of 4/5 per instructor (ours
was this guy https://www.emiliozamora.com/ ) instruction,
video feedback, tips, we even had those really cool helmet racks
with blowers to dry your helmet between track stints. Fully
catered lunch, coffee, change rooms, I hired gear, QR helmet
stickers for Photo/video. By the end of the day, you almost learn
the track layout and just start to put it together, really good
track, super smooth, lots of elevation change, 3 chicanes, couple
of blind corners, the first and last corners were good for Me,
really long straight. Worth it? Without a doubt.

G E O R G E ’ S I T A L Y T R I P

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQtOQeaEbvY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J2CqVhWLrdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKLVBHW9aAI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWYul3dWCr0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TeRJvEZmWfw
https://www.emiliozamora.com/
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This was my first Thunder Rally and the first time I had been
to many of the destinations, some of which I’d never heard

of, throughout the 10-day trek.

I met up with the others in Toongabbie at the morning tea stop
and from there we made our way to Bairnsdale via Briagalong
and Lindenow and then onto our first overnight stop at Marlo.

Day 2 saw us winding our way up the Bonang Road; I’d never
been on it but had heard so much about it and it sure did not
disappoint. Shortly after Bonang, we crossed the border into
NSW. I didn’t see the state border sign, but there was a
dramatic change in road conditions; I have never seen so many
potholes. It could only get that bad over a long period of
neglect and there were plenty more of them to come over the
next week or so. We came back down from the mountains and
cruised north through all of the great Sapphire Coast holiday
towns until our overnight stopover at Moruya.

The weather had been fine up until this point, but very wet
weather had been forecast and unfortunately proved to be
accurate; it started raining just after our arrival at the motel in
Moruya and was still raining the following morning and
continued varying from medium to heavy rain for the remainder
of the day and well into the next. So extremely wet conditions
climbing from Bateman’s Bay to Braidwood, descending back
to Nowra and then onto the country club near Kangaroo Valley
where we all did the best we could to try and at least partially
dry out sodden riding gear.

It was still raining in the morning, but lightened up as we made
our way through the outer west of Sydney and onto
Wisemans Ferry for lunch. The skies opened up again just

after crossing the Hawksbury as we made our way on the
goat track out of the valley, but after an hour or so cleared
again and we had a pleasant trip to Dungog for our 4th
overnight stay.

We left Dungog in fine conditions, but the forecast was for
very high rainfall with some areas predicted to have 40-80mm.
We made Nundle at about lunchtime after a tremendous ride
up Thunderbolts Way and went straight up to Sheeba Dam
(Thunder Rally site). It had already started to rain, but not
heavily ….yet. We met the few participants that had decided
to go ahead and brave the conditions and then headed back into
Nundle to check in and have lunch. By late afternoon we had
started to congregate under the veranda at the pub and had
dinner there. By this time it was flogging down again, but
pleasant temperature-wise. We met up with the rally
organisers who were staying at the pub and had a very
enjoyable evening drinking, yacking and watching the rain
bucket down.

The next day was meant to be rally day proper and the rain had
actually eased off, so I went for a spin back up to the rally site
and registered. When I got back to Nundle another group of us
were heading up there so I went for another spin with the
group. Geoff had won a meat tray at the pub raffle the night
before and thanks to his and a few others’ excellent
organisational skills (already honed during our Kangaroo Valley
dinner), we had a barbecue at the caravan park and (yet
another) pretty decent feed and drink! Oh yeah, it had started
raining again. Andrew and I both stayed at the guest house and
they put on the best breakfast.

A strange disease in NSW
causes frothing of the mouth

Doable or not!

Capitano Geoff
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We left Nundle in wet conditions and just as it looked like the
weather was clearing up, it didn’t! After a couple hours of
more sogginess, it did clear up and we managed to dry out in
warm conditions. and then onto the beautiful historic town of
Hill End for our next overnight stay.

Fine, chilly conditions greeted us when we left Hill End and we
had a fine day’s riding. Some of the planned routes were
impassable due to flooding and we had to back track, but in
some ways this added to the adventure. I never realised a bike
could cause such a big bow-wave and nearly drowned as the
wash hit me straight in the face during a causeway crossing.
We had a good afternoon’s riding after managing our way
through the Bathurst traffic the day after the race, lunch in
Orange. During this leg of our trip the roads were still terribly
pot-holed and on a particularly bad area near the Ulan coal mine
I hit a big pot-hole which I only just noticed in time to stand up
on the pegs; the impact was sufficient to cause my foot to
come off the peg. Our next overnighter was in another
beautiful, little historical town: Boorowa, where we had a
very grateful publican and met some other riders who were on
their way down to Phillip Island.

The next morning my bike had a flat battery, but thankfully
jump started easily. It hasn’t flatted since, so I’m unsure if the
battery is dodgy or something that hasn’t recurred had drained
it. Another great day’s riding albeit detouring around more road
flooding closures, we made our way to Tallangatta for our
final overnight stay. On the way, we visited Adelong Falls and
old gold mine and also stopped at a Pub in Jingellic on the
border, there was a group of about 50 Honda CT (postie bikes)
at the pub . The weather had been sunny and warm, but high

rainfall was forecast. The road from Jingellic through to
Tallangatta was fantastic; I had ridden it about 30 years ago.

The next morning was fine, but overcast when we headed of
after brekkie and made our way through Yackandandah and
Beechworth, but by the time we were near Milawa it was
starting to rain and looked very black towards the direction
we were headed. Given the weather conditions, we changed
route and the rest of the ride was just a slog in a deluge. We
decided to go our separate ways at Merton where we had
refuelled. I came home via Yea, Yarra Glen, Healesville,
Powelltown, Old Sale Road. The rain stopped at Yarra Glen, but
started to flog down again at Healesville and remained all of
the way home!

I finally got around to cleaning my bike on the following
Saturday and noticed the front wheel had a pretty decent ding
in the rim, subsequent inspection has revealed the rear rim is
dinged on both sides; thanks pot-holes, at least I didn’t come
off. Expensive repair, but the insurance has come good.

Well that was another great adventure in particular due to
Geoff’s impeccable organisational skills and research which I
have been the lucky recipient of a fair few times now. Thanks
very much Geoff for organising this and group leading, I know
you were disappointed with the road closures foiling some of
the planning, but you did a great job of re-routing when
required. Thanks yet again Armando for TEC duties and thanks
John Lyon for fill in group leader and navigational replanning.
And thanks to the entire group for top company on great 10
day adventure.

Andrew and Oliver

Cheers
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Iam starting to research pestilence protection for my bikes in
preparation for a planned Thunder Rally ride in 2024. I have

been on two of these rides so far. On my first one we rode
through significant fires, smoke and embers (2020). This year
we rode through both of the significant October weather
‘events’ – one on the way to Nundle and the other on the way
back. Done fire, done storm so pestilence in 2024?

The ride was planned and led by Geoff Salmon (with the
exception of two days led by John Lyon) so the expectation
was for many new roads traversing some iconic riding areas
with a great group of riders. Expectations that were well and
truly met.

Accommodation was planned by Neil Robinson so
expectations were for some quirky, some good, some wallet
friendly (but yucky) accommodation but guaranteed best food
suggestions. Expectations were met with the usual motels
interspersed with some old pubs (Hill End old and interesting-
Tallangatta just old and run down), Planned food outings were
as expected up to Neil’s standards with the two unplanned
evening BBQs proving to be highlight evenings despite having
to overcome some logistic and weather issues.

Unfortunately prior to our start we had both Neils drop out for
separate reasons and Shearms was unable to make it too. We

did have a brace of Geoffs ( Salmon and Zippel), a good
contingent of Johns (Lyon, Gowans, Taylor) One Flavio, one
Armando as TEC, Andrew Wallace and your scribe. As
expected Geoff’s yellow ST led, Multi numbers were high
(Flavio and all the Johns) Armando and Andrew on BMWs,
Geoff Zippel (until he peeled off after day 2 seduced by a
caravan) was on his ‘faded red’ steed as was I (due to an
unplanned hiccup with my Multi the day before we were due
to leave!). 8 days sitting on a plank instead of my comfy ‘Jason
recliner’ Multi was a bit of a pain as were the 50/50 Road/Dirt
tyres in the wet – but hey a great trip was the positive
outcome!

Some highlights/comments:

Day 1 - Settling in day ending in Marlo near Orbost – some
familiar roads some new – minimal freeway. Great food at
Marlo pub.

Day 2 - Marlo to Moruya – Bonang clean and dry, Mt Darragh,
and Tathra – Bermagui road – tyres scrubbed in - ‘nuff’ said.

Day 3 - Moruya to Kangaroo Valley – Kings highway,
Braidwood Nerriga Nowra. Macquarie pass Kangaroo Valley –
views adversely affected by weather but great impromptu
BBQ despite rain

Lovely old pubs still exist
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Day 4 - Kangaroo Valley to Dungog – Fitzroy falls – (not
seen due to parks requiring $4 per bike to park for 20 minutes!)
Wisemans ferry Great northern Road and Buckets Way -
views adversely affected by weather = need to go back

Day 5 - Dungog to Nundle – Bucket and Thunderbolts Ways

Dungowan road – weather patchy but a bit better – brief trip
up to Thunder Rally camp at Sheba Dam in the clouds but good
meeting some NSW DOC folk at dinner under the shelter of the
pub verandah

Day 6 - new front tyre for Johnno and rest day watching a
very wet Bathurst

Day 7 - Nundle to Hill End (old mining town) – Owens gap,
Merriwa, Gulgong and Mudgee – Bathurst traffic a pain and we
have many deviations to find passable roads. Roads broken up
we learn that in Victoria we ride on the left side of the road but
in NSW you ride on what is left of the road. Horrendous
potholes and plenty of hotmix ‘roadsnakes’ with a Mu factor
approaching zero. I start to realise my 50/50 tyres mean 50%
grip/50% slide in those conditions – focus increases
incrementally.

Day 8 - Hill End – Boorowa – Hill End ride around to start
followed by some lovely country roads.

Day 9 - Boorowa – Tallangatta – Day included Green Hills
(for some reason missed the extra 50Kw I would have had on
the Multi), Murray river road and Granya Gap. I understand
none of us went over 80 Kph on that day.

Day 10 - Tallangatta to home – Did it chuck down or what? – I
am trying to think of any other ride in harder rain and worse
visibility - 50% grip/50% slide conditions for me again as we
head for home. I reflect that Road 5s are much better than
knobbies in such cold and wet conditions.

We all make it home safe and happy despite the cold wet last
leg. We all have improved pothole spotting/avoiding skills but
have all hit at least one over the last few days. No bike
trouble, no spills, lots of great scenery (some of which we
missed due to weather), lots of laughs and good times. Thanks
to Geoff and Johnno for leads, Neil R for accommodation and
Armando for TEC.

Bring on 2024!

Good times

To Mount Misery Cafe

Hill end, where everything one saw was old

John Gowan
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Changes to details and new events may be added after
Desmoto goes to press, so please check

www.docv.org and the DOCV Facebook page for the
latest info before the event.

Please check the docv.org website for any registration

requirements – some rides require registration to ensure

adequate catering for meals, etc.

All rides leave on time. Arrive at least 30 minutes earlier
for a coffee with a full tank. Thanks!

DOCV EVENTS

D O C V E V E N T S

18 DEC 2022

Gav's Christmas Ride
Location: BP Pakenham/ McDonalds

Gav is conducting another Christmas Ride on December 18.
Detail to come - expect a start from Pakenham and an early to
mid-afternoon finish.

2 JAN 2023

New Year Strathbogie Ride
Location: Beechworth Bakery, Healesville. 9:30 AM

We have skipped New Years Day to run this on a Monday. It
will leave from Healesville and head for a shady lunch at
Euroa's Seven Creeks Hotel. A magnificent 360 degree view
from Mt Wombat, near Strathbogie, is a morning highlight if
the acess road is OK.

The ride will finish at Yarra Glen's Grand in a day of around 320
km....there is versatility if the weather is extra hot or wet.

18 JAN 2023

Creswick Midweek
Location: BP Bulla. 9:30 AM

Postponed from September, this is a ride to lunch at
Creswick's restored American Hotel aka "The Yank". It is very
much a back roads kind of day and hopefully holds an upside
surprise or two (excluding 1 km of rough but level road in
Gleesons Rd, Mollongghip). It is a Wednesday excursion of 280
km, plus commutes to and from Bulla. An earlier finish at
Bacchus Marsh is optional.

29 JAN 2023

Big Hot Ride
Location: Sticks & Stones Cafe, 371 Belgrave Gembrook Rd,
Emerald

This is a place holder for the Big Hot Long Ride to Licola, exact
detail to follow. Usual start is from Emerald for a solid day of
450 km plus commutes. The name says it all - not a day for chit-
chat, barista stops or gourmet eating. There'll be a pie at the
turn and cold beverage(s) at the finish.

5 FEB 2023

New Member Ride
Save the date for another ride tailored to new members. If you
are new to the Club then this is for you! Detail to follow.

The DOCV is very much a riding club. Our rides combine
interesting and enjoyable routes, good company and support
and camaraderie that will stretch your riding horizons.

Your first ride with the club can be a bit intimidating. After all
you don't know anyone and you don't know what to expect.
So this ride is designed to ease you into club rides and get you
started. It's classified as an "Easy Ride". It's a bit shorter than
the typical club ride, has a few corners, and includes all of the
club ride essentials:

• Some great Victorian riding roads

• Lunch at a reasonably priced but good venue

• The shared experience of a club group activity

It will be a fun route with nothing too challenging at a
comfortable pace.

Established members are encouraged to get involved in the
spirit of the event.

12 FEB 2023

Inverloch Ride
Location: BP Pakenham/ McDonalds. 9:30 AM

Early place holder for an Inverloch ride.

22 FEB 2023

Midweek place holder
Location: The Butler's Pantry, Rowville. 9:30 AM

ark the date! The day is unplanned at present but the proposal
is to head east from Rowville for lunch at Hill End or Erica.

26 FEB 2023

Flavio's Jamieson Run
Location: Beechworth Bakery, Healesville. 9:45 AM

Come join Flavio's ride to Jamieson. Lunch is at the former
Lakeside Hotel, now Jamieson Brewery & Grill, on the
foreshore of Lake Eildon. Beware his disclaimer...the whiskey
is smooth, double distilled, taken neat or mixed - to be enjoyed
with friends but be wary it can bite if you over indulge!

Meet at Beechworth Bakery ahead of a 09:30 briefing. Lunch
and fuel is at Jamieson and return is approximately the same
route.

Suited to most but stamina is required for the 60 km each way
on Eildon-Jamieson Road.

START: 11 MAR 2023 – END: 13 MAR 2023

Mini Turismo - Beechworth
Location: Beechworth Bakery, 316 Maroondah Hwy,
Healesville

Mini Turismo '23 will be based at Mayday Hills, Beechworth.
The middle day promises fresh territory in the Upper Murray/
Lower Mitta, well clear of our lycra friends.

The Labour Day weekend is March 11-13....save the date!
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DRIRIDER VORTEX JACKET SIZE XL. As new unused all
seasons jacket. Removable liners, front vent panels, many
pockets. Retail $499.00 For sale $370.00. Flavio 0426124009

SUPERSPORT FOR SALE. Low kms, great condition. Comes
with extras (see photos). Bike has heated handgrips and tuned
exhaust. Contact Geoff Butler at
geoff@constructionconcepts.com.au

ALPINESTARS TECHAIR 5 VEST, size 2XL. Two years old, 440
hours use, one past deployment, last service/inspection
October 2021. Has my surname inked on the main internal panel
otherwise in faultless nick including a well-cared for battery -
$390. Geoff, 0408 533152.

Have you any bikes, parts or
accessories to sell?

Send ads to editor@docv.org

desmoto vendi

WANTED DUCATI ST4s. Hoping to buy a much loved Ducati
ST4s in good condition. Please contact Andrew
andreww@me.com 0419330606

Your DOCV Committee – who to contact if you need help or advice:

mailto:geoff@constructionconcepts.com.au
mailto:editor@docv.org
mailto:andreww@me.com
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1. RIDE YOUR OWN RIDE/PACE:

The DOCV has riders of many differing skill levels as we have
no minimum standard of skill required to join (other than a
valid motorcycle license).

Do not try and follow someone who is riding above YOUR
comfortable pace as you may not be able to react to an
emergency situation as well as they can. If you are pushing
your limits trying to keep up, you are more likely to come to
grief and possibly hurt others. The club would rather wait for
you than you have an accident.

Know your own limits and ride to them!

2. PETROL:

When meeting in the morning for a ride, you are expected to
have a FULL tank of petrol. If one fills up at a servo, we all fill
up. Use the lead rider as a guide.

3. CORNER MARKING:

Firstly, the ‘Lead’ rider and ‘Tail End Charlie’ (TEC) rider/s,
plus any variation to the standard corner making system, are
discussed at the riders briefing in the morning. So pay
attention!

Upon approaching an intersection or turn-off that moves
away from the current route, the lead rider signals to the
second rider in the group to stop and wait with their bike
clearly pointing in the new direction. Only once all other
riders have passed and the TEC arrives may the corner
marker move on and so on and so on.

If something needs to be communicated to a corner marker,
pull over and TELL them. You NEVER leave the corner till the
TEC comes through and the TEC does not pass anyone.

If you pull up at a T intersection and no one is there, STOP. It
is easier to phone someone rather than trying to find
someone heading in the wrong direction.

When on a big ride with lots of turn-off’s the leader rider
may pull over to regroup. If he stays on the bike, helmet and
gloves on, do the same. It usually means that we’ll be
continuing shortly.

The second person marking the corner should endeavour to
keep the TEC in visual contact at least until they get to the
next corner marker at which point the next corner marker is
handed responsibility for the safety and guidance of the TEC.

Keep in mind that the TEC of the day may not be as fast as
you, may not know the roads like you do, or perhaps is on the
phone to the lead-rider discussing some issue up ahead. If
you want to chase down Pecco, please wait until after you
mark the next corner.

4. OVERTAKING:

Riding in a group can be heaps of fun, but it’s also important
to remember those around for you. All we ask is that you
have consideration for the whole group when riding. If a rider
has caught up to you in a twisty section and they have their
indicator on they are asking nicely to overtake you, so help
them out, move to the left of your lane (if safe to do so) and
kick them through. They are most likely quicker and would
rather not overtake you in a dangerous spot/manner. And do
not race them to the next corner, this is very dangerous and
will not be tolerated.

BE PATIENT when you catch up to another rider, especially
as they will most likely be letting you through momentarily.
Most reckless overtaking moves happen because someone
is rushing or trying to keep up.

Most importantly, NEVER overtake on the left of someone in
a single lane, only overtake on the right. When overtaking
someone within the group don’t cut back immediately (if
possible) and spray them with stones from the centre of the
road. Avoid overtaking other bikes within the group at high
speed. They often don’t see you coming and it frightens the
crap out of them. When passing cars try to avoid overtaking
as a group. The lead rider may judge their ‘overtake’ so that
they can pass safely, but it may leave you hung out to dry on
the wrong side of the road.

5. FORMATION:

Formation is mostly used in transit sections and is the way
everyone rides staggered on alternate sides within a lane,
one bike in the right hand wheel track, the other, behind and
in the left hand wheel track and so on. For safety, as the
speeds rise, so should the gap between riders.

DO NOT ride side by side in the same lane. Keep to your side
of the road. Do not move to the other side of the road before
a corner (even on unmarked roads), it can lead to accidents
from vehicles coming the other way or from someone
overtaking you.

6. NEW MEMBERS:

For your first ride, the easiest place to start the day is at the
back of the pack, regardless of how good a rider you may
think you are. You most likely will have no idea of what
people are doing or how fast they are capable of going, so
this will save you from getting into a sticky situation.

If you are comfortably keeping up, you can slowly move
through the pack till you find someone who rides at the same
pace as you, and generally, this will be a good place to stay.
Try and avoid overtaking everyone in transit sections if it
means holding them up in the next twisty section.

DUCATI OWNERS CLUB VICTORIA

Riding Etiquette

Melbourne West

Second to none service for your Ducati.
Immediate Availability at Ducati Melbourne West.
Plus receive 10% off any annual service.

Book today (03) 9448 1700
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Melbourne West

Second to none service for your Ducati.
Immediate Availability at Ducati Melbourne West.
Plus receive 10% off any annual service.

Book today (03) 9448 1700
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